WUAs

Started in 2000s in Yemen’s Wadis

WUAs included groups of the farmers within specific geographic formwork

Some of WUAs managed by powerful people in the Wadis

WUAs works includes supervising and distribution of spate water between the users

Irrigation Council is a group of WUAs for one wadi
PRESENT SITUATION

WUAs facing many problems related to;

Damaging of the infrastructures by Saudi Airstrikes

Stop cleaning the canals

Scarcity of Financial supplies by the government

Lacking of farmers income
FARMERS NETWORKS

WUAs
Irrigation Council
WEC
TDA
NGOs
Local Councils
EXPERIENCES EXCHANGING

Visiting
Qat meetings
Calling

Less than 10% using smart phone and communication programmes
WORK PLAN OF FBLN
Adel Zolail
WITH WHAT GROUP YOU WILL WORK?

WUAs
Team of wadi management
Expert farmers
Academic institutes
Farmers
G & NGOs
HOW DO YOU START?

Coordinating with wadi manager and heads of WUAs
Visit the wadi and meet the farmers and WUAs members
Finding the solutions applied by other farmers or authorities
WHO IS THE FOCAL POINT IN YOUR GROUP?

Manager of the wadi
Heads of the WUAs
Active members in WUAs

Or the person able to connect him easily
DISCUSS **ONE KICK-OFF COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY?**

SMS
Calling
Whatsapp
Email
Visits
Meetings
Medias (videos, Radios)
Publications
„„etc